
ON THE PRODUCT GROUP MANIFOLD 

By Jae Koo Ahn 

lntroduction. 

The differential geometric properties on the paramewr group manifolds, . as well 

as the semi-simple group manif이ds were studied by many authors. N. Horie gave 

the metric gα =1:’AaaAaß on the parameter group manifolds and he studied some 
. a 

differential geomtric properties of them [1 ], and further, the present author 

had some works on the p3.rameter group manifolds [3 ], [4] , [5 ], [6]. 
The present paper will show a definition of a group manifold, named, the 

product group manifold, which contains the first and second parameter group 

manifolds and moreover has the characteristics of them, and investigate some 

properties on this manifol d. 
1n section 1, we shall constitute a product group manifold and compare with 

the usual parameter group manifolds. 1n section 2, we shall find the structure 
tensor of this manifold and contrast the a뇨nost product manifold introduced 

by K. Yano [2]. 1n section 3, we shall investigate the integrabilities of the 
parameter group manif이ds in this manifold. 1n section 4, we shall define a 

suitable connection in thi6 manifold and anj investigate some properties of this 

manifold with connection. 

1. The product group manifold. 

Let us consider the continuous 

is defined by the equations 

transformation group of dimension Y. which 

’ x1 =.fi (xl , ---, xn; a \, "', aY
) (i = 1, "', n) , 

where α’s are r parameters and x’s independent variables, and take the 

followings as equations of combinations in the group of dimensien r; 
U 

• 
’ ’ 
i 

( 
aaα=ψa(α 1> a2) (α=1 ，---， r). 

Then, the group defined by (1. 1) , when αlαand a안 are fixed and a2α and a\a 

are considered as the parameters, are called respectively the first and second 
parameter groups f!'+) and f!'-), That is, f!'+) and α(-) are defined by the 

equations 

(1. 2) aaa=ψa (c\ , α2) (c \’s=constants). 

αaa=ψa (a\ , C2) (C2 ’s=constants). 



• 
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We define a manifold 0/ of dimension 2r which admits the equations 

(1. 3) ’ a ‘ = φA (aI , ·, aF; a! , ---, ar) (A= 1, ---, y; I, ---, F). 

satisfying the followings 

(1. 4) φα (c' • ...• cl'; a l •...• aY
) =ψa (e. α). 

φa(αI，---， aF; cl ，---， Cr)=ψà(ll.C). 

φa (a' • ...• αF; Cl, ---. Cr) =0, 

φa(c' • ...• cl'; a l •..•• aY
) =0. 

(κ• À. μ， --- = 1. ---, r; i , ---, f; α.ß.r •... =I •...• r; α.73.r •... =I, ...• r) 
Then. we may aware that 0/(+) and 0/'-) are defined by φa and φa in the 

manifold 0/. 

In 0/. the fundamental equations of 0/'+) and 0/'-) are represented 

respectively by 

(1. 5) 

(1. 6) 

aφa 

끊E 

a 

=AbP(’aa)Abp(a). 
aφa 

끊K 

8φa 

7aa 

_=0. 

-=0. 

(a. b. c • ... = 1 •...• r; ll. O. e. …=I,…. r). 

where the matrices 11 Ab a 1 1. 
other respectively. i. e .• 

IIA감 11 and I IAbal 1. 

(1. 7) AaaAaB = AZ, AaaAba = 캠， 

AfA%=챔， AZAE@=δ$， 

A~ being unit tensor and δ Kronecker symbol. 

IIA감" are 10verse each 

lt is well known that r-vectors Aaα(α= 1 •...• r) in 0/'+) and r-vectors A (1 ã 

(ll == I, …• r) in 0/'-) are linearly independent respectively. Thus. we may construct 

2r linearly indendent vectors Am ̂  (l. m. n= 1 •...• r; I, … • r) in 0/. ln fact. especially. 

2r vectors (Ab
a• 0). (0. AJja) are linearly independent in 0/. And we take 

the inverse matrix I 1 A"‘서 1 of 11 A김 11. and then we have the relations 

(1. 8) AmPAm^=A~. A"，^A\=때. 
From (1. 7). we have the followings; 
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(1. 9) 

0.10) 

AaaAbd = 0, AXA6α = 0, AZA% = 0, Aa aAa8 = 0, 

AOαAEa= -Aa@A감， A/Aba= -.A검Aba， 

AoαAOß=-AoaAoß' A/Aoß=-A앙AO

ß . 

And we have from (1. 8) and O. 9) 

m 
-

---/ , ‘ 
、

AbαAbBACα =0, AbaAbßA/=O, 

ABRAEaι4% = 0, AEaA양Aca = 0. 

Let us assume that the quantities A\ and 

upon a’s and AO
À and Aa À only upon α’s. 

AaA are functions depended only 

A 2r-dimensional manifold 0/ admiting the equations O. 3) and the linearly 

independent vector fields Atn À is called by a prodμct groμ:p manzfold. 

In 0/'''') and 0/'-), they satisfy Maurer-Cartan equations: 

0.12) (o"fÆß-oßA\) AC"fAb
ß = C해， 

(Orι40ß-oßAor) ACrι4lïß = C옮， 

where C:b and C앓 are constants of structure in 0/'+) and f}'-) respectively, 

and 이 denotes the partial differentiation with respect to a À• 

We now define the quantities .Q~tt‘ by 

(1.13) .Q;'m = (0껴IA-이A1μ)AnμAJ. 
Then we have 

.QC~ = (o"fAoß-opA\)A"f A/ + (-oßAOr)A/ Abß + (o"fAoß)Ac"f A/ 

Multiplying by Ac EAb Iì and summing for b and c, since (0εÆr)A션 = -(0εAO"f)A깐 

are satisfied by (1.lO) and our assumptioi1, it is reducible by means of O. 9) 

and (1.lO) into 

.Q꾀ÆEAblì = (아AOð -아AOE) , 
and thus, 

.QcOb = (o"f Aoß-oßÆ"f)A"fA/, 
or 

(1. 14) .Q:b=Cc~' 
Similarly, we have 

(1 .15) Q옮 =C짧. 
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And, from (1. 13) , we have 

Q(~b - (이Aaß-åßA\)A긴Abß + (åyAa
ß) Aë y AbP - (아Aay)AcFAb8. 

Using of (1 .10) and multiplying A b
ð and summing for b, we have by means 

of (1. 9) 

QëabAbð = (òyAa ð)A/‘ 

and thus 

0.16) Q꽤 = (이Aa껴)A깐A/ = 

Similarly, we have 

(1 .17) Jq -cb - (òrAOp)A/ A엎 = 

From (1 .13) , we have 

/、 a

-“bë. 

r. O 
-“ìic. 

Q끊 = (òyAaß-åßA\)A/ A염 + (åyAap)A감A엉 - (òßAar)AëγA암. 
Then it is reducible means of (1.10) into 

(1 .18) Q옮 =0. 

Similarly, we have 

(1 .19) Q:b=O. 

Thus we know that the quantities 와nn αre charaterized by formulas from 

(1. 14) to (1. 19). 

2. The structure of the product group manifold. 

From the construction of the product group manifold 0/, we may notice that 

the parmeter group manifolds 0/(+) and 0/(-) are immersed in the manifold 0/. 

Let ns consider 0/(+) and 0/(-) as immersed manifolds of the both dimension r 

in α， then C}(+) and 0/ (-1 are constituted by the linearly independent vectors 

A/'(a=l , "', r) and A상(α= ï, "',1') in α. 

If we put 

(2. 1) A/'Aaμ=댐， A상At= 람， 

then, from (1. 9) and (1. 10) , they are charaterized by 

(2. 2) E~=A~， Eα=0， Eα=0， Ea=Aa ß - Lìß' .J.j p- v, .J.j ß - v, .c p- L"1ß’ 

and 

(2. 3) E'ß + 챔=0， Eg + 댐=0. 

And from (2. 2) and (2, 3) , we have 
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(2. 4) 돼+힘=왜 

Since Eß = Aa ll' Aa ß’ E%=Aaaj4%, 댐=A;αA<1ß ， and E~=A<1ll'Aãß' we can aware 

that Eß and Eß are depend only upon a’s ancl 댐， Eß only upon a’S, and con

seq뼈üly， from (2. 3) , we can see that the tensors E~ and E~ are constant. 

From (2. 1) , we have 

(2. 5) Ef E2=EZ, EX ES=0, EX 돼=0， 확 뀐=EZ. 

We now define the tensor F~ by 

(2. 6) F~=E~- 확， 

then (2. 4) and (2. 6) give 

E~ = 웅(A~ + 돼) , 확 = 웅 (A~ - Ff) , 

and, since Ef and E~ are constant tensors, we know that the tensor Ff j~ 

constant. 

U sing of (2. 5) , we can easily see that 

(2. 7) 꽉댐 =AZ. 
Hence, we have the following: 

THEOREM 1, The þroduct grozφ manifold is αn almost product manzjolrt 

with the constanst strμcture tensor 돼 [2]. 

3. Integrabilities. 

Let us take the paffian derivative ò1 with respect to AlA, ]. e, 
‘ 

À" A À 0 
(3. 1) òl=A1 이=Az 굶x 

where a^ are local coordinates. We call the set of At À the fundamental frame 

of rf. Then (1 .10) are reducible into 

(3. 2) Q~m = (Ò ’‘At간ÒmAn À)A1
À. 

lf we effect the transformation of the fundamental frame; 

(3. 3) A/=Al,A/" 

then we can easily see that Qμ undergoes the transformation 

(3. 4) 파'm' = (òn，A~， -òm，A~I，)Al’ + A;’A:，ι4짜，QL”‘’ 
where the matrix 11 짜 11 is in verse of 11 Af, 11. 

i 
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Since we may consider a fundamental frame whose first r-vectors are in the 

manifold α(+) and whose second r-vectors are in the manifold 0/(-), the 

transformation (3. 3) of the fundamental frame must split into 

(3. 5) Aa,A = AZ,AQA, Aa,A = A$,AaA, 

that is, 

(3. 6) 

”u 
”“ 

A 

o 

r---

‘ 
’
l
、

= A 0 

A~. J 
Hence, we have from 0.18) and 0.19) 

(3. 7) Q앓， =0， Q싫=0. 

An arbitrary contravariant vector d，녕 in the manifold α at a E α can be 

represented by the form , since Aa ̂ , All ̂  are linearly independent in 0/, 

(3. 8) da^ = Aa ̂  (d，α)a+A상 (da)ll. 

Contracting Ab^ and A되 with respect to λ， then we have from O. 8) 

(3. 9) (da)b=A'\da^, (da) 7i = Af\da^. 

Thus, if we consider 0/ as the vector space, the manifold α(+) and 0/( -) are 

clefined respectively by 

(3.10) (da)ll =A'\da^=O, 

(da)a=Aa^da^=O. 

Then the conditions of the complete integrability of 0/(+) and 0/(-) are that 

(òμAll^ -이At)dαμ^da^=O， 

(òμA\-ò^Aa/1)daμ^da^=O 

8.re held for any da^ satisfying (3. 9) , and these are equivalent to 

AcμAbÀ(ÒμAllÀ - 이Allμ) =0, 

AëμA갑 (òμAaÀ -이Aaμ) =0, 

]. e. , 

Qc~ =0, Q끊=0. 

These are satisfied identical1y in the manifold 0/, and we have form (3. 7) the 

fol1owings: 

THEOREM 2. In the product groμiP manzjold 0/, the parameteγ gγoup 
manifolds 0/(+) and 0/(-). are alμlays conþletely intgrable, and thûr 
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integrabiWies of ~(+) and ~(-) are þreserved by the transformatioH 0/ 
the fundamental frame. 

4. Connections and path. 

lf we put 

(4. 1) L• = AmA (8vAmμ) = -(òvAm^)Amμ， 

then we can easily see that L• is a connection in ~. 

Let us take the quantities L누， named, a connec 

fψikt%싫dα，ηment때al fram’ηme， such that 

(4'; 2) L~m = (ònAm^)씩 + A”VAmllAULJ‘. 
Then we 않e that 

(4. 3) L~m=O. 

And if we take another connection 파 in ~; 

(4. 4) 、 1 rr^ , TÀ 、r IJ~ = -; - (L~μ + Lμ~) , 

then _ the connection r~μ: 

(4. 5잉) r:써m’”‘ = (ò엄m낭꾀‘，̂)ιA꾀4강처lkA + Anv닝'Amμfl AIÀμL↓ 
are, from (4. 1) and (3. 2) , reducible into 

(4. 6) rμ = 감μ. 

Next, if we take Q• as the other connection such that 

(4. 7) Q.~. = 2L.~. - L.~ .. 
vμ μv’ 

it is reducible by means of (4. 1) into 

Q• = (8vAIμ)Az^ + (òTAlcr-òcrAIT)A/Amcr Æ‘vAmμAlA 

and thus, we have from (1 .13) 

(4. 8) Q• = (avAlμ)A/ + Q~mA’lvAtAlA. 

Using of (4. 1), it reduces into 

(4. 9) Q~n = (ònA낭)짜 + Q• An
lJ AmμAIÀ • 

and hence, the quantit잃 Q~m defined by (1.13) are the components of a 

conn야tion of Q• with respect to A/. 
Now, let us find the completely intgrable condition of (4. 8). Acting (4. 8) by 
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the operation òp and substituting (4. 8) in it, then we have 

opo 1찌μ = (0/2• + Qp~ Q~)AI^ - (OtQS~ + Qt:n Q원) At pASνArμ 
-Q• Q;rASpA

Y
).. - Q짜 Q~"，Am~Ar^ _ 와r(opAS~)Arw 

From the completely integrable condition ÒpO~AIμ =OipA1f1' it must satisfy the 

form 

(4.1이 Q A = 
p~，μ (Qt,r' - Q얹 Q~m)At pA

S 11ι4rμAZ^. 
where 

(4.11) [.}nlJl/' = ÒnQ，~， - ò"Q:" + Qn^,. Q~" - Q.~ Qσ plJ，μ p ..... vμ ~-- pμ pO" .W lJμ uCT UQ Pμ’ 

(4.12) Qts/ = Ot획r - Òs씩r + [값 Q앙 - 끽’n Q앙 
We are wall known that it is called for the manifold ~ to be flat, if it 

앓tisfies Qp~μ)..=0， and hence we have the following: 

THEOREM 3. For the prodμct groμp manzfold Çf- to be flat , it is necessary 
and sκ:f ficient t hat 

(4.13) Qts/ = Q얹 Q;’” 
If we take l=a, r=b, s=c and t=d in (4.12) , in consequece of (1 .19) , 

(4.12) , (4.13) and Jacobi identities 

(4.14) C따 c:e + Cc~ Cb~ + Ctb Ccae ==0, 
we have 

(4.15) c:octe==O. 
And similarly, using of (1 .18) , we have 

(4.16) C좌C융=0. 

Hence we have the following: 

COROLLARY. Ifthepγoduct group mαnzfold Çf- is flαt ， then the Þαyαηleter 
groμp ηzanzfolds ~(+) and ~(-) are charαcterized by the forms (4.15) and 

(4.16) respecti1Jely. 

The curve 상 (t) in the manifold ~ is called by an 0ηe paraηzeter product 
sμb.group， if it is the solutions of the differential equation 

(4.17) _ 

where e’s are constants and one of them at least is not zero. 

We shaJl find the conditions that the tangents to the one parameter product 
sub.groups are always contained in the manifolds α(+) and α(-) for any initial 

‘ ‘ 
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point. Then we may assert our condition for 0/에 that the equation 

A있짧-=0 

'7 

is satisfi"d along the equation (4.17) for any initialpoint. Thus, substituting 

(4.17) in it, we haye 

eEAaAAlA =: α 

0 1' 

(4.18} é1 :::α 
( 

And similarly we have 

(4.19) ea=0. 

as the condition for the tangent to (4.17) to bß contained in α(-). Hence, we 

have the followings: 

THEOREM 4. In the product group mαnz"jold 0/, for the tangent to the 
one par，αmeter product sμb-group to be always contaz"ned z"n the pαrameter 

graup manifolds 0/(+) and 0/(-), z"t is necessaγy αnd sμfficient that it holds 
(4.18) and (4.19) respectz"vely, and consequently thαt t he one parameter þrodμct 
sμb"groμ:p is one parameter sμb-groμ:ps in Çf (+) and 0/(-) respectively. 

F or the connection 않， the equation of path in 0/ is represented by 

2aK " ,-,. K da lJ daμ daK 
(4.20) . "''';2 + Q:μ -1r- -7r- = φ ，1， , 

where t is any parameter and ψ is a function of t. 
We shall find the condition that the path (4.20) and the one parameter 

product sub-group are coincide each other. 

Differentiating (4.17) by parameter t, we have 

魔 = - ene mAfAmAL따， 

and consequently, (4.20) is reducible by means of this and (4.17) into 

- ene ’”AnilA，，iAL찌 + Q따 e’le WIAnltA”‘A = ψe”Arx. 

From (4. 7) , (4. 1) and (3. Z), we obtain 

e’ie m Q,Cn A안 = φe”4x. 

Since Q~iII is skew symmetric with respect to m and n, we have 

qner=0. 

Since one of e’s at least is not zerü, we may assert that 
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(4.21) ψ=0. 

Hence we have the following: 

THEOREM5. In the þrocμct grouþ mαntfold ~， for the þatlz with re.sþect 

to connection QI)~ and the 

each other, it is necessary 

affine Þαrameter [7J. 

one þarameter þroduct sub-grouþ to be coincide 

and sμfficlent that the given Pαraηzeter is an 
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